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       World Peace…. When I hear world peace, first comes into my mind is unity 

because with out unity we can’t experience the peace in our mind and peace in our country 
not just like here but even in other countries. As I observed and look out to the television 
even we Filipino, are fighting   because what the government are doing to our country and 
the rights of everyone are already lost. We should be thankful that we did not experience the 
times that our country are under the hands of bad people. The eyes and are ears are closed to 
the reality. As were experiencing the new world everything will change, but why we can’t 
even experience world peace? How can we maintain the peace? 

          
        World Peace is the most important part of our daily life conversation to the people 

around us. Talking to the people in a right way we can create peace in our mind, not just 
peace but we are creating friendship. And also we should start the peace first in our selves, 
you should have disciplined, start also in you is home before spreading to community and to 
everyone surrounds you. As what I observed and witness in my surrounding when they have 
misunderstanding they are shouting and the people around are looking at them. I experience 
ones I am talking to my and explained what happen but they didn’t listened to me, as I 
decided to stop explaining because  they don’t even listening to my explanations. Until the 
time that I can’t take it anymore I talk to them and in god help the conversational have a 
good result. Just remember everything have a right way on how you approach people. 

  
           What a wonderful feelings if you have a peace of mind everything’s flows right. 

The peace it is just like a rules and regulation at home or even in school, if you maintain the 
peace and avoid those bad moves you can gain peace, also avoid shouting if you didn’t 
understand each other just make a conversational in a good way of talking in that way it 
starts a good relationship and peace of mind. 

 
 
           
 
 
             
 


